Abstract. The amplitude of respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) was measured in eight healthy young male students with special reference to the effect of tidal volume (Vt). Under simultaneously controlled respiratory frequency and Vt, the heart rate variability (HRV) of the subjects was measured. While the respiratory frequency was adjusted to either 0.25 or 0.10 Hz, the Vt was controlled at 13 different volumes for each frequency. Linear relationships between RSA amplitude and Vt were observed and close correlations were obtained for 0.25 Hz compared with 0.10 Hz. However, regression equations showed a marked variation among subjects. Furthermore, RSA amplitude was related to vital capacity. Subjects who had lower vital capacity tended to show higher RSA amplitudes at the same Vt. Therefore, the ratio (%Vt) of Vt to vital capacity is a more effective index in normalizing RSA than raw tidal volume. From these results, we have proposed a normalized RSA (RSA amplitude/%Vt) as a new index of autonomic activity that provides a constant value regardless of Vt.
Heart rate variability (HRV) has been widely used as an index of human autonomic nervous activity. Recently, numerous noninvasive attempts to estimate the autonomic balance have been conducted using spectral analysis of HRV.
HRV is composed of two major components: Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) and Mayer wave related sinus arrhythmia (MWSA). RSA is variation of heart rate accompanied with respiration and mediated by parasympathetic nerves. MWSA is in relation to periodical blood pressure variation (Mayer wave) and is mediated by both sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves (Pomerantz et al., 1985) .
In many studies on HRV, the spectral powers of MWSA and RSA are named as LF (low frequency) and HF (high frequency) respectively. The ratio of LF/HF has been used as an index of human autonomic balance (Pagani et al., 1986) .
When respiratory frequency falls below 0.1 Hz, MWSA cannot be separated from RSA using frequency analysis. It is known that RSA in particular shows a larger amplitude at lower frequencies (around 0.1 Hz). Thus, if the respiratory frequency is not controlled, a low frequency RSA can superimpose over the MWSA component, and consequently causes an overestimation of the sympathetic activity.
Since Sayers (1973) has reported that a mental work load causes a decrease in MWSA, follow-up studies on physiological estimates of mental work loads using the MWSA component of HRV as an index of mental stress (e.g., Hyndman and Gregory, 1975; Sloan et al., 1996; Hoshikawa and Yamamoto, 1997) have been conducted. The respiratory pattern of subjects tends to show a lowfrequency disturbance during rest compared to during work (Kobayashi et al., 1995) . This change in respiratory pattern could increase the LF power during rest, causing the MWSA (LF) component to decrease consequently during mental work. It is supposed that the reported decrease in MWSA during mental work is possibly due to a change in respiratory pattern.
Since a change in respiratory pattern elicited undesirable effects on the LF or HF component, a certain form of control over respiratory frequency has been used in recent studies. In a strict sense, however, this is not sufficient to afford a precise measurement of autonomic activity because RSA could be affected not only by respiratory frequency but also ventilation volume. Therefore complete control of the frequency and the volume should further the accuracy of autonomic estimates. In our previous study we have reported that a close correlation between the LF/HF ratio and mean heart rate can be established during full respiratory control when compared with mere frequency control (Kobayashi, 1996) .
Accurate respiratory control can be a factor in the mental load for the subject. If a linear relationship existed between tidal volume (Vt) and RSA amplitude, RSA amplitude can be normalized with Vt. The control of volume can then be omitted in the HRV measurement, and this simplified respiratory control would thus decrease the subject's mental load.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between the Vt and RSA amplitude, and to examine whether it was possible to normalize RSA with the Vt.
Methods

Subjects and experimental conditions
Eight healthy young male students with ages ranging from 21 to 24 years (mean: 22.5 years) volunteered for the experiment. RSA amplitudes were measured at two respiratory frequencies (0.10 and 0.25 Hz) and 13 Vt. In addition, RSA was measured under FREE conditions in which the frequency was controlled at 0.10 and 0.25 Hz without regulating the Vt. Details of the experimental conditions are shown in Table 1 .
After these measurements, the vital lung capacity was measured with a hot wire spirometer (Minato medical instruments, RF-2). All measurements were conducted in a sitting position.
Control of respiration
In order to control both the respiratory frequency and Vt simultaneously, the following procedures were used.
The instantaneous respiratory volume was measured with a hot-wire spirometer whose sensor was attached to the subject's mask. This volume was fed back to the subject in real-time as a cursor on a CRT display. Vertical fluctuation of the cursor varied according to the instantaneous changes in ventilatory volume of subjects, and shifted horizontally towards the right as time elapsed. The subject was required to trace a sinusoidal curve on the screen with the cursor by controlling his respiration.
The frequency, Vt and pattern of respiration were regulated by changing the amplitude and frequency of sinusoidal curve. While subjects were performing the respiratory control for one minute, the electrocardiogram and instantaneous ventilation volume were fed into the computer system. In this experiment, all subjects could control their respiration within 5% of the designated values.
Data processing
Data from the electrocardiograms and ventilation volume were fed into a personal computer via a 12-bit A/ D converter. The R-R interval sequences were obtained by detecting a peak of the R wave in ECG, were converted into beats per minute and interpolated into 10 Hz equidistant data, according to the method described by De Boer et al. (1985) .
In this study, the RSA amplitude was defined as the difference between the maximal and minimal values of the heart rate during the steady-state respiration. Digital filter processing was applied to 512 points of interpolated heart rate, in order to extract the waveform in accordance with the respiratory frequency. The RSA amplitude was calculated from this filtered RSA which was a pure sinusoidal wave (Fig. 1) .
Procedures for respiratory control and data processing were identical to those described in our previous study (Kobayashi, 1996) .
Results
Relationship between RSA and tidal volume Fig. 2 shows the RSA and respiration of a subject at various tidal volumes. At a respiratory frequency of 0.10 Hz, RSA amplitudes varied as Vt ( Fig. 2A, 2B, 2C) . A similar phenomenon was established with 0.25 Hz (Fig.  2D, 2E, 2F ). The RSA amplitude was thus Vt-dependent at both frequencies.
Regressions of RSA amplitude against tidal volume of all subjects are shown in Fig. 3 . For both respiratory frequencies, the relationships between the amplitude and the volume were satisfactorily linear. Regression equations of the respective subjects are shown in Table 2 . A closer correlation was obtained at 0.25 Hz compared with 0.10 Hz. In all subjects, the relationships were closely correlated although the inclines of equations showed a marked variations among the subjects.
RSA under FREE condition
Under the FREE condition the respiratory frequency was controlled at either 0.10 or 0.25 Hz without regulating Vt. As Vt of each respiratory cycle was inconsistent, the mean value of each respiratory cycle was adopted as the mean tidal volume (mVt). The RSA amplitudes under FREE condition and the estimated amplitudes obtained from the regression equations are shown in Table 3 and  Table 4 . Mean values and standard deviations of the differences between measured and estimated amplitudes were +0.97 ± 3.00 (0.10 Hz, Table 3 ) and 0.26 ± 1.39 (0.25 Hz, Table 4 ). There were no significant differences between the measured and estimated amplitudes.
Ratio of tidal volume to vital capacity (%Vt)
The correlations of RSA amplitude with either Vt or Fig. 1 Lower plots represent respiration, and upper black and gray tracings are raw heart rate and filtered heart rate respectively. RSA amplitude was defined as the difference between maximal and minimal values of the heart rate variation, and was expressed in beats per minutes (bpm). The Vt of samples were 0.9, 1.5 and 2.2 liter respectively. Lower plots represent respiration, and upper black and gray tracings are raw heart rate and filtered heart rate respectively. For both respiratory frequencies, a larger amplitude in fluctuation was observed with the larger Vt.
%Vt at 0.10 Hz (Fig. 4A, 5A ) and 0.25 Hz (Fig. 4B , 5B) indicated linear relationships. When RSA amplitudes were plotted against Vt for 0.10 and 0.25 Hz, the derived correlation coefficients of 0.40 (Fig. 4A ) and 0.62 (Fig.  4B) were respectively established. Using a similar approach where Vt was replaced by %Vt, the respective coefficients derived for 0.10 and 0.25 Hz were 0.54 ( Fig.   5A ) and 0.71 (Fig. 5B) . Slightly closer correlations were established when %Vt was used instead of Vt, indicating that subjects with a smaller vital capacity tend to show a higher RSA amplitude when Vt is constant. The variation in vital capacities were relatively small because all subjects in the study were healthy male students. If the variation e.g., age, sex, and health, had 
Fig. 4
Correlations between RSA amplitude and raw Vt for 0.10 ( Fig. 4A ) and 0.25 Hz (Fig. 4B) , respectively. Each circle represents individual RSA amplitude. The correlation coefficients were 0.40 (0.10 Hz) and 0.62 (0.25 Hz) respectively.
Fig. 5
Correlations between RSA amplitude and %Vt. Correlation coefficients were 0.54 (0.10 Hz) and 0.71 (0.25 Hz) respectively. Notice that the correlations at the respective frequencies were slightly closer compared with those obtained in Fig. 4 . been greater, the variation in vital capacity would have become larger and the positive effect of %Vt would have been clearer than in the present study.
Normalized RSA Furthermore, when normalized RSA (RSA amplitude/ %Vt) was plotted against Vt at 0.25 Hz, a constant amplitude independent of Vt was observed (Fig. 6) . However, normalized RSA at 0.10 Hz showed a slight decrease as the volume increased, demonstrating that the intercept of the regression line for 0.10 Hz was larger than that for 0.25 Hz.
Discussion
Relationship between RSA and tidal volume
The RSA amplitude is markedly affected by respiratory frequency. As the respiratory frequency decreases, the RSA amplitude increases to attain a maximum amplitude at 0.1 Hz (Angelone and Coulter, 1964) . As the frequency goes below 0.1 Hz, the amplitude decreases. When respiratory frequency is lowered and the minute volume is held constant, as a matter of course, Vt increases. Thus, it is possible to consider that this change of RSA amplitude is due to the change of Vt. When Vt is held constant, however, similar responses of RSA to changes in respiratory frequency were observed (Hirsch and Bishop, 1982; Kobayashi, 1997) . Thus the change of Vt cannot account for the response of RSA.
When Hirsch and Bishop (1982) and Selman et al. (1982) , studied the relationship between RSA and tidal volume, the former reported a linear relationship, whereas a marked nonlinear response was found by the latter. Our findings coincided well with Hirsch and Bishop (1982) . Since Selman et al. (1982) have also reported ambiguity in the relationship between RSA amplitude and respiratory frequency, certain problems in their experimental procedures could have existed.
In our results, closer correlations were obtained for 0.25 Hz compared with 0.10 Hz. As the durations of measurements were the same (51.2 sec) in both respiratory frequencies, the analyzed HRV data merely involved 5.12 cycles of RSA at 0.10 Hz. On the other hand, 12.8 cycles of RSA were included at 0.25 Hz. This may have contributed to the closer correlations at higher frequency. Moreover, as some subjects complained about difficulty in controlling respiration at the lower frequency, the results might have been distorted by this physical handicap.
Since the respiratory control used in this study involved mental work load, autonomic changes might have been affected. In our study, two types of respiratory controls were used: simultaneously controlled respiratory frequency and Vt, and non-regulated Vt with controlled respiratory frequency.
The mental load due to respiratory control was larger in the former control. Thus, if the mental load affected RSA, RSA amplitudes of full respiratory control would be consistently larger or smaller than that of non-regulated Vt frequency control. In our results, however, such a tendency was not observed. Ishibashi et al. (1997) examined RSA recorded during spontaneous breathing and controlled breathing in which subjects synchronized respiration with a prerecording of their spontaneous breathing. These two respirations had the same frequency and Vt. However, in the former case respiration was not controlled and it was fully controlled in the later case. In the experiment, RSA showed no significant difference between the two breathing conditions, suggesting that mental load related to respiratory control did not affect RSA generation, and this thus leading to the same conclusion is identical as us.
Although mental load induced by full controlled respiration did not affect RSA, some subjects in our study complained of difficulty in controlling respiratory rhythm and depth simultaneously, and a practice period was needed for precise control.
When the mental work load was evaluated by HRV, attention for the work might be diverted by the respiratory control. For example, although control of only the respiratory frequency may be possible while driving a car, a subject may have difficulty controlling both respiratory frequency and volume simultaneously. The simplification of respiratory control is needed for measurement of mental work load.
To render precise HRV measurement, the following procedures are recommended: subjects have to control the respiratory frequency at a certain frequency, instantaneous ventilation volume should be measured under condition; mVt (mean tidal volume) should be calculated from the maximum volume of each respiratory cycle, LF and HF components from the power spectrum of HRV should be appropriately analyzed and the HF component should be divided by mVt to yield normalized HF.
Although many attempts have been made to evaluate mental work load using HRV, little attention has been paid to the effect of Vt. This factor obviously affects HRV regardless of linearity, and there is no guarantee of constant volume. Thus, we must consider not only respiratory frequency but also the effect of tidal volume.
The procedure for HRV measurement proposed in this study provides an estimate of the parasympathetic activity independent of Vt changes with a relatively light load due to respiratory control.
